Detection of 13q deletion in multiple myeloma using immunomagnetically selected plasma cells
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Multiple myeloma (MM) is a tumour characterised by terminally differentiated plasma cells. Since plasma cell turnover is considerably slower than that of non-malignant bone marrow cells, it is to be expected that the majority of mitotic cells in cultures from MM patients will represent normal marrow elements.1

Recent studies based on interphase fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) have shown that virtually all MM patients have chromosomal abnormalities in their plasma cells.2,3 Deletions of 13q14 have been detected in 30-50% of MM patients.4
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of MM patients’ samples using FISH analysis,\textsuperscript{4,5} which have been seen as a prognostic indicator of poor outcomes,\textsuperscript{5,6} as well as increased serum levels of C-reactive protein, lactate dehydrogenase and Durie & Salmon’ stage III.\textsuperscript{7}

Herein, we present, for educational purposes, the description and the images obtained from a bone marrow sample analysed by FISH of a MM case with 13q14 deletion seen at the Haematology and Haemotherapy Centre of the State University of Campinas. A 40-year-old man was referred to our service due to severe bone pain. The laboratory evaluation showed haemoglobin: 8.3g/dL, serum calcium 10.4 mg/dL (normal range: 8.6-10.0), creatinine: 2.61 mg/dL (normal range: 0.6-1.4), C-reactive protein: 17.2 mg/dL (normal range: < 0.3), lactate dehydrogenase: 489.0 U/L (normal range: 240.0-479.0), and serum albumin: 3.4 g/dL (normal range: 3.5-5.0).

Bone marrow cytologic analysis showed 35.5% of plasma cells. X-ray revealed collapse of L4 vertebral body. The diagnosis of non-secreting MM stage IIIb was made.

FISH analysis of the 13q14 region was performed on immuno-magnetically selected plasma cells (Figures 1 and 2) according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Heterozygous deletion of 13q14 region was detected in 30.0% of the interphase nuclei (Figure 3).

The patient died one week later due to sepsis and his very short survival gives support to the postulate that 13q14 deletion increased serum levels of C-reactive protein and lactate dehydrogenase, and stage IIIb act as predictors of unfavourable outcomes in MM.
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